From: "Australian Opal Mines (Murray)" <Murray@AustralianOpalMines.com>
Date: June 3, 2011 1:10:03 AM EDT
To: Murray WILLIS <Murray@AustralianOpalMines.com>
Subject: Interesting OFFER 3 Jun 2011
Today we have some more interesting articles, I'm not going to send you pictures of
many because it's Friday and we are busy but what we are sending you is beautiful
and top value.
I was rummaging through my opals this morning and came across this beauty and
what a pleasant surprise it was too. This beautiful Painted Lady has been polished
and has gem red, blue, green & gold opal across its face. It stands 3" x 2.5" x 1.5"
high and would make a magnificent desktop piece. It can sit three different ways,
each way as beautiful as the other. If are the adventurous type of person there is a
bar which can be seen (to the bottom right of the photo) which may well reveal
much more of the gem opal if ground down some more, which indeed would add
more to its value.
You will need to be quick if you want to snap this one up especially at the low price
we have put on it at only $395, so don't dilly dally. Send us a quick email
immediately to secure this terrific wonder of nature.
Now I have another magnificent stone, Andamooka Painted Lady $495 and I had it
on my desk, I just secured it but I have to claim old age here, I can't find it. We have
a picture of it though, it's a magnificent piece, if you look at it one way it looks like a
car and if you turn it up the other way it looks like a fish, when we find it you are
welcome.
For those of you who don't want to spend hundreds of dollars for Painted Ladies I
have two for less than $100. The first is $72 3" x2.5" x 1" thick, it has lovely green
colour across about 1/3 of the face, there is a bit of sand on the top of it which could
be buffed off and it'll look even better. If a miner were to find that today you would
have to fight him to get it off him for only $72 and remember your dollar isn't worth
as much as ours now, so you are getting all of this as if your dollar was as it used to
be.
There is another Andamooka Painted Lady 3.5" x 1.5" x 1" thick and has a gem
blob in the corner. The blob is very thick, you can cut a nice stone out of that or just
polish it up and have it as a magnificent specimen. There are another couple of
little lines running though the piece which join up with the blob. There is a chance if
you work carefully you could treble the size.

Now there is something that is really exciting, you may not have seen this before.
We have some beautiful opalised sea shells that have been drilled. You can put a
cord through them or a wire and they are ready to wear. They are unique. Shells
are millions and millions of years old. There is a packet here of 8 shells 224cts you
can select one for $50 each or you can step up and buy the $400 worth for only

$270, now that is indeed a bargain. It should be because you are on our special
Offers List.
Below are four more pictures of magnificent shells that have been drilled and are
ready to wear.
There is an absolute super bargain, the Andamooka Matrix opal, rectangular
7.92cts 18mm x 13mm, beautiful golds, blues, greens which would make a
magnificent man's ring with bevelled edges so it won't break easily and it's yours for
only $95.

And to add a bit of variety, last but not least is a beautiful Boulder opal. This could
be cut into one large pendant or there is one gem end to it which could be cut into a
beautiful cut stone, leaving another rectangular stone with beautiful blues for only
$150.
Again first in best dressed. I hope you enjoy looking and hope you buy one or two
things.
Regards
Murray

1.
$37 IMG_3733 Shell Opalised Pendant 59cts
2.
$42.75 IMG_8444 Chrysoprase Specimen $75/kilo .57 kilo
3.
$49 IMG_3710 Shell Opalised Pendant nice shape & colours drilled
34.2cts
4.
$50 IMG_3739 Shell Opalised Pendant great colours drilled 39.2cts
5.
$65 IMG_2855 Andamooka Painted Lady "Gem Blob" in the corner
thick 3" x 1.5" x 1" thick
6.
$65 IMG_2857 Andamooka Painted Lady "Gem Blob" in the corner
thick 3" x 1.5" x 1" thick
7.
$72 IMG_2852 Andmooka Painted Lady Blue Green Gem 3" x 2.5" x
1" thick
8.
$95 IMG_8439 Andamooka Matrix treated opal $12/ct 7.92cts
9.
$150 IMG_3329 Boulder - nice stone, not too sure how far it goes in
1.1oz
10.
$215 IMG_5589 Shell opalised pinfire reds & greens hole drilled Free
shape bulky 40.58cts
11.
$270 parcel/$50 each IMG_5669 Shells opalised (8 remaining)
drilled $50 each if selected or $270 the lot
12.
$395 IMG_5601 Painted Lady Gem 9.75oz 3" x 2.5" x 1.5" high
13.
$495 IMG_8387 Painted Lady 2.6oz 4" x 2.75"
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